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Lesson Plan: Make Something Terrible & Praise it.

Summary:
The heart behind this lesson plan is to familiarize students with failure and teach them how to
take it as a good thing.
The lesson will start with a presentation of terrible or controversial art. Then, the class will make
a list of what makes other people’s/our art bad. We will then analyze that list and group together
any similar ideas.
Then, we will make terrible art. This lesson will be very open-ended and playful: students can
make 3D or 2D art with whatever materials are around the art room. I will set out many many
things. This is possible because students are encouraged to fail, hopefully the fear of the
unknown/fear to start will go away. They will simply be able to play and make. Multiple works are
encouraged.
The next day, the classroom will be transformed into a snooty gallery with a theme (the glasses
society? Every student gets a pair of glasses). Fairy lights only in the room, essential oil diffuser,
jazz music, and their “terrible art” on display. I will play the role of the snooty society’s chairhead.
Explaining that we will have a discussion of the world’s most innovative, groundbreaking art
(their terrible art). Each student will stand at the front (or simply discuss in a group) every
person’s art and why it is magnificent contemporary art. Students are encouraged to use snooty
language and accents. To give more structure, we could be assigned to talk about specific
elements of art.
Ages 8-13

Questions to Spark Creativity:
What makes art bad? What makes art good? What is your worst piece of art? What is your
best? What is the worst museum you ever went to? Why? Can you name a terrible piece of art?
Is there something confusing or bad about the art world? Is it intimidating to you?



Ohio Arts Standards: (8th grade):
3PR Use critical thinking and visual literacy to communicate a specific idea.
2RE Explain and defend their artistic decisions using visual art vocabulary.
4RE Recognize how public discussion can affect beliefs about the nature and value of art.
6RE Develop and apply criteria to assess personal works for content and craftsmanship.
1RE Examine various qualities in artworks to understand how an artist’s choice of media relates
to the images and ideas in the work.

Learning Goals/Objectives:
Students will be introduced to contemporary art, minimalism, weird/experimental art
6RE Students will analyze and discuss art, even in a negative way
3PR Students will be encouraged to play and experiment with mediums/techniques
Students will see beauty in even “terrible” things
1RE, 2REStudents will be given the opportunity to present and practice public speaking in an
approachable way

Schedule:
Day 1:
10 min: Show presentation of controversial, experimental, or weird contemporary art. Social
practice, video art, that famous terrible portrait restoration, boring photography, readymades,
minimalism, etc. All art is on the chopping block.
10 min: Then, students will split into discussing their own artistic pitfalls or successful
mountaintops. A list of discussion topics will be on the board.
Then, as a class, we will make a list of what makes “terrible art” terrible.
20 min: To have a practical element, we will make terrible sketches of each other with simple
paper and pencil. Maybe even encourage them to make sketches of friends/family and give the
drawings as presents.

Day 2:
10 min: Greet and debrief about terrible art again and our list of what makes it terrible to
re-acquaint the students.

30 min: Showcase all of the materials set out or lean on their knowledge of the art room.
Encourage the students to fail and fail again. Make multiples and save the worst one. Use
scraps and materials that are rarely used/donated to cut down on waste.

8 min: clean up + turn in the worst piece. Ask if any student has an aversion to incense and tell
them to promptly come to the next class and be ready for something fun.

Day 3:
Discussion about the “fakeness” of the art world or the things they don’t understand about it (the
depth of this discussion is dependent on the age and familiarity of the students with art).
More work making terrible art. Can make a new piece or work on last class’ piece. Assign them
to choose one piece that is especially terrible to turn in.



Day 4:
Snooty society day. The goal is to giggle a lot and also to learn.

Set up the snooty society HQ with fairy lights, diffuser or incense, jazz music, and their “terrible
art” on display. Main inspo is the Goofy Movie II poetry club scene. Use some kind of prop to
change the student’s identity from normal to members of the snooty society: glasses, hats,
bracelets, tied fabric, etc. The goal is to transport them.

I will greet the students outside with the door closed and introduce myself as head chancellor of
the elite society. We are all gathered here today to celebrate the groundbreaking, magnificent
works of today’s greatest artists: you!. Then, hopefully, they will be sold on the idea and be
excited about how the classroom looks so different.

The snooty art discussion can be structured many different ways based on the social dynamics
of the class and what you want to teach but this is one idea:

Students come up one by one and present to the society their piece of art as a game. I will
introduce each of them with silly accolades like “studied in tanzania for 8 years watching the
grass grow. Lived in a swamp just to feel the dirt in her toes. World renowned artist and
magician, scholar and friend. Works sell for millions.” Students all snap and welcome the artist
to the front. On the board is a picture of their art and a surprise Element of Art or Element of
Composition. They have to, on the spot, bullshit a snooty analysis of their art based on that
composition. They are also encouraged to come up with a silly meaning and interpretation of
their art. Every other sentence will be met with snaps and sounds of approval to encourage
even the shyest student. I will go first as an example of how it is done and how silly they can be.

Day 4:
Record the experience in their art books. Encourage them to take pictures of their work, include
drawings, writings, reflections, etc.

Materials/Prep

For the motivation:
Presentation on weird contemporary art
Pencils, paper, erasers

For the artmaking:
Literally anything that isn’t used very often in the room. 3D elements, weird paper, weird pencils.
But probably no paints bc they require more prep. Glue, scissors, tape, old magazines,
cardboard, recyclables, markers, oil pastels, charcoal, etc.

For the Snooty Society day:



Some “team” element to quickly give to the students: glasses, hats, fabric, etc.
Smell element: diffuser, incense, candle, something. What does the school allow? Ask if anyone
has a problem with candles or smells.
Light element: fairy lights, standing lamps. Something dim but enough light to see the works.
Sound element: charged wireless speaker with jazz music playlist or charlie brown christmas bc
i love that album
Make a presentation of student’s names, “accolades”, and a surprise compositional element for
them to talk about. The first slide can contain ideas for silly interpretation: society, the world,
relationships, love, loss, grieving, the rich, the poor, the weather, home, etc.
Set up the artworks around the room or in a way that they can be easily accessed to be viewed
during their analysis at the front. Standing canvas or pedestal at the front and the works are
swapped out between analysis’. Shy student’s job can be simply the art/presentation handler so
they don’t have to present.

Differentiation/Enrichment:
Assign each student to talk about elements of composition: patterns, texture, symmetry,
asymmetry, depth of field, lines, curves, frames, contrast, color, viewpoint, depth, negative
space, filled space, foreground, background, visual tension, shapes, etc.

Anticipated Issues:
Running out of time on the first day bc of too much art talk
Students are not sold on the idea
Not every student gets to present
Very preparation heavy
Discussion will be dry
Students will need more structure in order to make their terrible art
Assessment will be hard

Assessment:
Assessment for this project will be dependent on their participation and willingness to join in
class but mostly their artbook layout, content, writing, reflection, and composition.

Criteria:
Students were able to write about/defend their artistic choices
Students participated in the class Snooty Society Day and defended their work during class
Students documented their work and pasted it in the journal
Students wrote about their ideas on contemporary art critique in the journal


